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Minutes of the Federation’s full Governing Body 
held on Monday 23rd November 2020 held virtually 

5pm 
 

 
 
 

Present:  
J Heath (JH) CHAIR Co-opted Governor  

  W Bolton (EHT)  Executive Head Teacher  
R. Dickson (RD)  Co-opted Governor (joined 17:10pm) 
T Scantlebury (TS)  Parent Governor 
H Manfield (HM) Parent Governor  
G. Walker (GW) Co-Opted Governor  

  T Denton (TD)   Co-opted Governor 
  T. Woodcock (TW)  Co-Opted Governor  
  C.Price (CP)   Staff Governor 
 
In attendance: C Wood (CW)  HOS Bedenham Associate Member 
    R. Tomkins (RT)  HOS Holbrook Associate Member 

  C Harman (Clerk)  Local Authority Clerk  
 

Apologies:  None  
  
Absent:  None 
 
Quorum: Present: 7 required 
 

GOVERNORS KEY ROLES: Support and Challenge 

 

Agend
a 

 ACTION 
POINTS 

1. Welcome and Apologies for Absence: 
The chair opened the meeting at 5:01pm. RD had informed the GB he was 
still trying to log in and would be late.  
 
The chair informed the GB that Tom Kingston has now resigned. There is 
also still the parent governor recruitment which has now been delayed and 
the chair is unsure as to what stage it is at. TS will now move over to Co-
Opted Governor which the GB approve. However, there are several parent 
governor applications, and this will now need to go to a vote. EHT will look 
into what stage this is at and will feedback to the chair.  
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
Update 
chair on 
parent gov 
situation - 
EHT 

2 Declarations of Pecuniary Interests: 
None 
 

 

3 Agree Any Urgent Business  
The chair would like to set up a meeting to go through a presentation on 
data.  
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4 HT Written Report 

Before moving to questions raised in advance the chair asked if there were 

any questions to be raised at the meeting.  

Governor asked if there were a lot more children who are considered 

disadvantaged due to COVID-19 and how does that impact the school. CW 

said that disadvantaged had gone up by 20 at Bedenham and has not 

impacted. At Holbrook, the disadvantaged figures were quite high, and 

COVID-19 has not impacted this, or increased it. However, EHT will find 

out exact figures and feedback.  

After the meeting the following figures were given by EHT:  

Holbrook: 

FSM March 20 : 84 children and 38.5% 

FSM Present : 92 children and 41.8% 

Bedenham 

FSM March 20 : 55 children 

FSM Present : 78 children 

RD joined the meeting at 17:10.  

Governor asked if it has the potential to increase even further. EHT said 

that it could with the number of families in financial difficulty due to COVID-

19.  

Governor asked if there had been a decrease in the breadth of children’s 

vocabulary and what provision has the school put in place for this. EHT 

said that it was a big focus for the school even before COVID-19. However, 

those in year R and year 1 have this problem, mostly due to missed 

nursery sessions. The children have problems stringing a sentence 

together and do not have a sense of self which is a big concern for Early 

Years. Both schools have assessed speech and language and have 

started Language Links intervention. The environment is language rich with 

opportunities to talk. Both schools are part of the Nuffield Early language 

intervention. This is a big project rolled out by Government and along with 

free training provides the resources for a 20 week intervention. It is a huge 

commitment but has research based evidence to show good impact. 

Governor asked if the schools have experienced children with pathological 

demand avoidance. EHT said that they do not have children who have 

been diagnosed with this but have children who have those traits. Governor 

asked how this manifests. CW explained that it is linked to highly autistic 

children and is about children avoiding tasks which is linked to anxiety. It is 

not the child being difficult but is a special need. You need to be clever how 

you ask them to deliver a task.  
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The chair then moved over to questions submitted in advance.  

Governor queried the “??” on the progress of teaching staff (pg 6 &9), and 

next steps to achieve. EHT explained this is because the staff member has 

been absent and there is not enough evidence. EHT reassured the GB that 

Teaching, and Learning at the Federation is good, it is just about identifying 

next steps. Governor said that the question mark is perceived as a “don’t 

know” and it would be more appropriate for there to be an acronym. EHT 

and the GB decided TBC would suffice.  

Governor said that the report shows gaps for both British Values and 

Geography - what plans are in place to fill these gaps identify areas where 

British Values is being demonstrated. EHT explained that the document is 

a work in progress, it is ongoing and will be completed by the end of the 

year. There has been one day on Geography, but this is hard to fit in due to 

the recovery curriculum. Governor queried whether this was the same for 

Maths. EHT said it was.  

Governor asked in relation to SEND absence - is this impacted by factors 

other than COVID-19 i.e. hospital appointments. EHT does not have this 

data and will find out. After the meeting this information was added for 

Bedenham: This is for Bedenham but would be representative of both 

schools. This is to 23/11/20. 

 

This data represents 40 SEN children with absences greater than 95% of 

which there are 66 SEN in total 

Does not include exclusions or COVID-related authorised absences 

 

Number 

percentage of 

absences for 

SEN 

reason  

9 days 11% 
transition to full 

time 
 

41 days 56% sickness  

7 days 10% no reason given  

2 days 3% 
medical 

appointments 
 

12 days 16% 

isolating due to 

COVID but 

unauthorised 
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4 days 5% In hospital  

1 day 1.5% car accident  

4 days 5% 

parent unwell 

and unable to 

get child to 

school 

 

1 day 1.5% moving schools  

 

Governor asked with exclusions are these the same pupils year on year 

and is exclusion the best option.  EHT said that some are the same 

children year on year. Exclusion should not be seen as a punishment, it is 

about giving breathing space and time to reflect, to make the provision 

better. Governor asked what support is being offered due to pupils who are 

excluded and are on an EHCP. EHT said that these children all belong to 

the provision and outreach is sought at times to ensure they are supported. 

Part time timetables are sometimes put in place to offer additional support.  

RT added that in Holbrook one child had two exclusions but has now 

settled. There was 1 child in Penguins and two children in year 6 who had 

exclusions but again they have all settled. EHT said that these have mostly 

been to do with transitional issues.  

Governor asked if the school had any concerns regarding the impact of 

attendance on learning beyond COVID-19 related. EHT said that there are 

persistent offenders, but the Federation has two Home School Link 

Workers who meet with parents. HoSs and the link workers have regular 

attendance meetings, and the parents are tackled. There have been some 

other instances with COVID-19 related absence. This is where a member 

of the family needs to isolate, and they keep the child off. Governor asked if 

these children were accessing the remote learning. EHT said that in this 

instance it is an unauthorised absence and they do not need to provide 

remote learning. In some cases, a member of the household is clinically 

vulnerable, but the child must have a letter from the hospital to be absent 

from school, otherwise they are expected to attend. However, in special 

circumstances the school may provide home learning.  

Governor is concerned that bullying figures were not included in the report 

and wants to know have there been any instances of bullying in school 

recently. If so, how was it resolved. RT said there has not been any in 

Holbrook. CW said that they have only had incidents of friendship issues 

but if there was a bullying allegation it would be taken seriously. Governor 

added that in class they can unpick a lot of these issues and there has 

been a lot of circle time to iron these out.  
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Governor asked how children were coping in bubbles and whether the 

same faces has contributed to the friendship issues. RT explained that 

children are fed up with seeing the same children. Some of the bubbles do 

not have all their friends in. They do cope well but you can at times see the 

strain as they are mixing with the same individuals.  

Governor would like to know what the school’s stance is if bullying occurs 

online. EHT explained that this has happened before, but it is the parental 

responsibility. At times, the school has involved both parental parties to sort 

out issues. Online bullying is discussed during PHSE and there are good 

displays in both schools covering this.  

Governor asked does the school follow a retribution/sanctions approach vs 

a restorative one. EHT said restorative, it is about making sure the parents 

have the right controls. Governor added that parents have misunderstood 

and not realised that Tick Tock is not for under 13s. CW said that the 

school normally hold an e safety session in the new year and that 

information is sent out to parents in newsletters.  

Governor asked if and when there is bullying once it is resolved, is the 

welfare checked up on and does the person who has been bullied have a 

chance to say how they feel afterwards. RT said that communication takes 

place during and afterwards. ELSAs are good at meeting with children so 

they can express how they feel.  

That was all the questions submitted in advance. Governors were invited to 

ask any further questions.  

Governor was concerned that staff absence was higher in Bedenham then 

Holbrook and would like to know why, and what was the impact. EHT said 

that Bedenham has a couple of staff on long term sick which has a big 

impact. There is a member of staff absent from the RP which has drawn in 

the SENCO, Home School Link worker and CW, as these staff are the 

ones with the skills that are available. A supply teacher cannot be used. 

However, they now have support from Holbrook in the RP. When 

Bedenham had their first positive case they relied on TAs and HLTAs as 

well as teachers teaching remotely. However now the school has lunchtime 

staff, cleaners, and support staff who are absent. Governor queried again 

but why is there more absence in Bedenham. EHT explained that all the 

risk assessments are the same, behaviour and the set ups are all the 

same, so she is unsure why.  

Governor was concerned for staff well being and asked EHT how well the 

staff were. EHT said that she had stopped staff meetings as this was 

another stress to organise and fit in. Staff meetings now take place in small 

groups and the same consistent message is given. EHT is keeping 

communication levels open and is listening to phase leaders as to when 

staff are feeling the most pressure.  
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Governor added that on the whole staff are feeling listened to and feel they 

are getting recognised. It is positive and is heading in the right direction 

from what she has seen at Holbrook. EHT said that morale goes up and 

down but on whole it is good at the moment.  

Governor thanked EHT for a thorough report and to all staff who have kept 

both schools operational during difficult times. It was decided that the GB 

send a letter and a treat to staff ahead of Christmas to thank them for all 

their work.  

GDPR 

EHT confirmed that there is now one staff member across the Federation 

looking after GDPR. There has however been one breach since the report. 

The breach was dealt with quickly and within timescales and was 

considered low risk. This will be on next years report. Governor suggested 

that there be one Federated report next year. EHT agreed. Governor asked 

what actions have been put in place to ensure this breach does not happen 

again. EHT explained that after every breach actions are drawn up. This 

time the action was to send a reminder to all staff about GDPR and how to 

prevent a breach.  

5 Points for discussion 

Approve budget revisions  

TW, chair of the finance committee said that both schools have done very 

well with their budget revisions and despite challenges, they have 

managed to balance. This was especially the case for Holbrook as they 

were able to achieve a small surplus. The GB approved the budget 

revisions. It was queried how the documents would get signed due to the 

pandemic. The clerk will email the Finance Officers to see if an electronic 

signature will suffice.  

Safeguarding/Prevent update, including KCSIE, Safeguarding audit 

outcomes  

TS has reviewed this and says there are no surprises. Governor queried 

whether the ICT acceptable use policy should be added under key policies. 

EHT agreed and will make amendments. CW said that Bedenham will be 

having a Safeguarding audit which is conducted by county. They will be 

checking up on 2019’s audit actions to see what has been done.  

Governor said that this report says that it is included as a standard agenda 

item every FGB but it is not. This needs to be amended to reflect that it 

forms part of the written EHT report termly.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Find out 
how chair 
can sign 
budget 
revisions – 
Clerk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Email clerk 
when 
KCSIE part 
1 has been 
read – All 
Govs (excl 
staff) 
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TW added that all governor’s names have been put down for Protecting 

Children training which should be done every two years. Some governors 

have also been put forward for safer recruitment training.  

Governors are required to read KCSIE part 1 and must email the clerk 

when they have done this.  

Annual CPLO report  

No further comments or questions.  

 

6 Governance: 

Summative report from Pay committee 

JH told the GB that all staff have been converted to the new scalesand all 

recommendations were approved.  

Approve new Code of conduct  

Due to new guidance from governor services this has been updated to 

include virtual meetings. This was approved by the GB.  

Governor Training including WGB topic 

Monitor and Evaluation has been booked for 22nd Feb 2021 at 5-7pm. This 

training was carried out in 2018 but due to new governors joining it was felt 

this would be of benefit, especially as very little monitoring has taken place 

in school this year. 

Governor visits and training 

Due to the pandemic it has been difficult for GB to carry out visits. Once 

visits can resume it may be governors have to do one every half term. 

Governor said that questions raised at meetings will still show evidence of 

holding leaders to account. Pupil conferencing is booked in for this month 

and governor said that more could be done like this virtually. However, the 

chair would like to see how this virtual session goes before booking in 

anymore.  

Arrangements for GB skills audit  

There are three hard copies at Holbrook that TW needs. RT will now 

submit her’s electronically and the clerk will see if the other two can be 

scanned and emailed to TW.  

Agree/Approve GB Development plan 

The chair and TW will discuss once all skills audits have been received and 

analysed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact 
Holbrook 
to scan 
and send 
skills 
audits - 
Clerk 
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Website check 

This is postponed to next FGB.  

 

7 Minutes of Previous FGB Meeting 14th September 2020  

Governors noted typos. With these amendments the minutes were 

unanimously approved and will be signed by the chair when able to. 

Action 
Numbe
r 

Agenda 
reference 

Action Required Who By 

1 5 Add Tutoring 
programme to SIC 
agenda 

Clerk - 
Completed 

2 6 Move GW to LA Gov  Clerk - 
Completed 

3 6 Speak to new 
parents about joining 
GB  

CW - 
Completed 

4 6 Amend Standing 
Orders  

Clerk - 
Completed 

5 6 Amend TORs Clerk - 
Completed 

6 6 Amend SEN Info 
report 

EHT - 
Completed 

7 7 Book WGBT TW - 
Completed 

8 7 Amend Gov Induction 
doc 

Clerk - 
Completed 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 Policies for review  
 

Safeguarding incl. Policy for Preventing Radicalisation and 

Extremism and Allegations against staff and pupils 

 

Governor asked with grooming and gaming it says the school will make 

contact with parents regarding this, has this been done. CW said that the 

school cannot do mass gatherings at the moment, so e safety advice is 

being given to parents online, via Facebook. EHT suggested that there are 

times throughout the year when the school reminds parents to make them 

aware and this should be added to the school calender. EHT asked the 

opinion of the parent governor who said that things change so quickly it 

cannot hurt to educate more. Governor suggested having a personal note 

from the parent governors on the leaflet. CW also suggested a quote from 

young governors. This policy was then approved by the GB.  

 

Child Protection including intimate care – Approved by the GB 
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Admissions  

Governor asked if the PAN of 30 included those with EHCPs. EHT noted 

an error on the policy and said the 2 with EHCPs are not included in the 

PAN of 30. This policy was then approved by the GB. 

 

Attendance and children missing in education  

CW noted an error as it includes Zoe Dudley’s name and not Rachelle 

Tomkins. Governor also noted a page that showed the school times  

incorrectly. Amendments were made at the meeting and the policy was 

approved.  

 

EHT queried whether policies needed signatures which the clerk will check 

with governor services.  

 

Safer recruiting - Approved by the GB 

 

ICT Acceptable use policy – Approved by the GB 

 

 
 
 
Make 
amendmen
ts to 
admission
s policy - 
EHT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Check 
whether 
signatures 
are 
required 
on policies 
- Clerk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9 Any urgent business 

The chair wishes to do a presentation to the GB, not including staff, on 

data. This hopefully will give the GB an understanding of data and what 

challenging questions to ask. Date drop is on 5 Dec therefore meeting will 

be on 7 December 2020 5.30pm-6.30pm to analyse the data and create 

questions to ask.  

As Tom Kingston has now resigned GW will be added to the Pay 

Committee.  

 

10 Items for Next FGB meeting 18th January 2020, at 5pm, at TBC.  

Focus:   Special Education Needs and Disability, School improvement 

priorities, GB matters -Training; Clerking Service 

 SENCo annual report of provision for SEN children (2019/20) 

 SEN provision review 

 Evaluate resourcing and budget control of SEN provision and impact 

of funding 

 

Verbal EHT Report to include: 
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 Annual report for LAC 

Leadership and Management 

Issues arising from strategic financial planning 

Discuss predicted pupil numbers & budget implications 

Parents and the community 

Behaviour and Attitudes 

Attendance and behaviour including exclusions/part time timetables 

Safeguarding- number of incidents including team teach 

The Quality of Education 

Standards of Teaching including lesson and PM overview for teachers and 

HLTAs 

Federation news 

Annual report on: the number of pupils with permanent or long-term 

medical conditions, the number of pupils with individual healthcare plans, 

how training needs are being assessed, the training undertaken by staff to 

support them, including who monitors this.  

Work towards British values 

Governance: 

 Summative report from Pay committee 

 Discuss and agree Governor   Services subscription 

 Agree decision about LA clerking service & agree contracted hours 

 Governor visits and training 

 Review GB self-evaluation/governor development plan 

 

Policies 

Admissions 

Anti-Bullying (incorporating racial harassment)  

Behaviour and statement of principles   

Supporting Children with medical conditions 

The Education of Looked After Children and Young People 
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SEND policy 

Parent Conduct 

Collective worship guideline 

SRE Policy 

The Education of Looked after Children and Young People 

The meeting closed at 18:56pm.  

 

Agreed action points from the meeting 

Action 
Number 

Agenda 
reference 

Action Required Who By 

9 1 Update chair on parent gov situation EHT 

11 5 Find out how chair can sign budget revisions Clerk 

12 5 Email clerk when KCSIE part 1 has been read All Govs (Excl 
staff) 

13 6 Contact Holbrook to scan and send skills audits Clerk 
 

14 8 Make amendments to the admissions policy EHT 

15 8 Check whether signatures are required on policies Clerk 

   


